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Suppose J=[:, ) for some : # R or J=R and let X be a Banach space. We
study asymptotic behavior of solutions on J of neutral system of equations with
values in X. This reduces to questions concerning the behavior of solutions of
convolution equations (*) H V 0=b, where H=(Hj, k) is an r_r matrix, Hj, k # D$L1 ,
b=(bj) and bj # D$(R, X ), for 1 j, kr. We prove that if 0 is a bounded uniformly
continuous solution of (*) with b from some translation invariant suitably closed
class A, then 0 belongs to A, provided, for example, that det H has countably
many zeros on R and c0/3 X. In particular, if b is (asymptotically) almost periodic,
almost automorphic or recurrent, 0 is too. Our results extend theorems of Bohr,
Neugebauer, Bochner, Doss, Basit, and Zhikov and also, certain theorems of Fink,
Madych, Staffans, and others. Also, we investigate bounded solutions of (*). This
leads to an extension of the known classes of almost periodicity to larger classes
called mean-classes. We explore mean-classes and prove that bounded solutions of
(*) belong to mean-classes provided certain conditions hold. These results seem
new even for the simplest difference equation 0(t+1)&0(t)=b(t) with J=X=R
and b Stepanoff almost periodic.  1998 Academic Press
Key Words: Bounded solutions; uniformly continuous solutions; almost periodic;
almost automorphic; ergodic solutions; generalized BohlBohr theorem; convolu-
tion equations; differences; neutral systems.
1. INTRODUCTION, NOTATION, AND DEFINITIONS
Suppose J=[:, ) for some : # R or J=R. Denote by X a complex
Banach space (unless otherwise explicitly stated) and by L(X ) the Banach
space of all linear bounded operators from X to X. If f is a function defined
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on J  X, then fs , 2s f will stand for the functions defined on J by
fs(t)= f (t+s), 2sf (t)= fs(t)& f (t) for all s # R with s+J/J and | f | will
denote the function | f |(t) :=& f (t)& for all t # J. If f # L1loc(J, X ), then Pf
will denote the indefinite integral defined by Pf (t)=t: f (s) ds (where :=0
if J=R). The space of functions with continuous derivatives of order up
to k defined on J with values in a Banach space Y will be denoted by
Ck(J, Y ), C(J, Y ) :=C0(J, Y ), and by Ck(J) if Y=R. The spaces of all
bounded continuous, uniformly continuous, bounded uniformly continuous,
uniformly continuous with relatively weakly compact range, vanishing at
infinity continuous, and continuous with compact support functions will
respectively be denoted by Cb(J, Y ), Cu(J, Y ), Cub(J, Y ), Cuwc(J, Y ),
C0(J, Y ) and Cc(J, Y ). If f is bounded, then & f & :=supx # J & f (x)&]. The
character #* is defined by #*(t) :=ei*t, *, t # R. The Fourier transform of
f # L1(R, C) is f (*)=& #*(&t) f (t) dt and the reflection of f is defined
by f8 (t)= f (&t). Finally, S(R) will stand for the Schwartz space of all
rapidly decreasing infinitely differentiable complex functions defined on R
and D(R) the Schwartz test functions or infinitely differentiable complex
functions with compact support on R [35, p. 233, p. 21]. D$(R, X ) denotes
the set of linear continuous T : D(R)  X, D$(R) :=D$(R, C) [36, p. 49],
similarly for S$(R, X ).
We study asymptotic behavior of solutions of the neutral system (see [23])
D(0)= :
n
k=0
:
m
j=1
aj, k0(k)(t+t j)+|

c
G(s) 0(t+s) ds=b(t), (1.1)
where t1<t2< } } } <tm , aj, k # L(X ), G # L1((c, ), L(X )) with c=min[t1 , 0]
if J=[:, ) and c=& if J=R, 1 jm, 0kn, and b is a function
from J to X. Also, n=0 is admitted and convolution systems are studied.
All integrals are LebesgueBochner integrals.
We set J$=[:$, ), where :$=:+min[t1 , 0] if J=[:, ) and J$=R
if J=R.
We say that 0 is a solution of (1.1) on J if, for n>0, 0 # Cn&1(J$, X ),
0(n&1) is locally absolutely continuous on J$ and 0(n) exists almost
everywhere (a.e) in J$, for n=0, 0 # L1loc(J$, X ), and in both cases 0
satisfies (1.1) a.e in J.
Special case 0 # C n(J$, X ) (‘‘C n-solutions’’).
The asymptotic behavior of a solution 0 of (1.1) is described by proper-
ties of the form: if b belongs to a class of functions A, then 0 # A also.
In this paper we investigate the asymptotic behavior of solutions of
systems of convolution equations including
(:) H V 0=b,
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where H=(Hj, k) is a r_r matrix, Hj, k # D$L1 , b=(b j) and bj # D$(R, X ),
1 j, kr.
(;) b V f # A for some f # L1(R, C) instead of b # A.
(#) The solution 0 is only bounded and not necessarily uniformly
continuous.
Our approach requires extending the known results on asymptotic
behavior of solutions of (1.1) to convolution equations (:) where (;) holds,
exploring mean classes introduced below by (1.5) and investigating (1.1)
with b from a mean-class.
First, we extend certain definitions in [79] to describe the class A.
Let A/L1loc(J, X ). We use the following assumptions.
(1.I) A is a closed subspace of Cub(J, X ).
(1.II) #* , # A for all characters #*(t)=ei*t, * # R and all , # A.
(1.IIIub) If  # Cub(R, X ) and |J # A, then s |J # A for all s # R.
(1.IV) A contains all constant functions.
We call A/Cub(J, X ) a *-class if and only if A satisfies [(1.I), (1.II),
(1.IIIub), (1.IV)].
Throughout this paper 4=4(J, X ) will denote a *-class.
*-classes are introduced in [7, Definition 1.3.1] and called there 4-classes.
It is easy to show that if A/Cub(J, X ), then (1.IIIub) is equivalent to
(1.III) If  # C(R, X ) and |J # A, then s |J # A for all s # R.
We also need in the sequel the assumptions
(1.Io) A is a linear subspace of L1loc(J, X ) and A is closed with
respect to uniform convergence on J.
(1.IIIU) If  # A, s |J # A for all s # R with s+U/U.
We extend a definition of Loomis classes given in [9, p. 60 after (L)
for the case J=R] ( see also the conditions in [2, Theorem 3.4]): Let
A/Cub(J, X ) satisfy one of the following difference properties:
(L.1) If , # Cub(R, X ) and 2h, | J # A for all h # J, then , |J # A.
(L.2) If , # Cub(R, X ), , |J # Cuwc(J, X ) and 2h, |J # A for all h # J,
then , |J # A.
Then A is called a Loomis class.
A function , # Cub(J, X ) is called ergodic if there is a constant a(,) # X
such that supx # J &(1T) T0 ,(x+s) ds&a(,)&  0 as T  . The limit
a(,) (clearly unique) is called the mean of ,. A function , # Cub(J, X ) is
called totally ergodic if #* , is ergodic for all characters #*(t)=ei*t, * # R.
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The space of all ergodic (totally ergodic) functions from Cub(J, X) will be
denoted by E (J,X)(TE(J,X)). The sub space of all ergodic functions with
zero mean will be denoted by E0(J,X).
A point * # R is called regular for , # L(R, X ) with respect to a class
A/L(J, X ) if and only if there exists f # L1(R, C), f (*){0 such that
, V f |J # A. The complement of the set of all regular points of , is called
the spectrum of , with respect to A and will be denoted by spA(,). It
follows that if A1 , A2/L(J, X ), then
spA2(,)/spA1(,), if A1/A2 ; (1.2)
spA2(,)=spA1(,), if A1=A2 & Cub(J, X ). (1.3)
If A=[0], spA(,) coincides with the Beurling spectrum sp(,) :=
hull[ f # L1(R, C): , V f =0]. In the case A=AP(R, X ) or A=AAP(R, X ),
spA(,) coincides with the set where , is not almost periodic respectively
not asymptotically almost periodic (see [37, Theorems 2.3, 3.2]). Compare
also with the reduced spectrum [2, p. 371].
Let U/J. If , # C(J, X ), then ,|U # 4| U if and only if there exists  # 4
such that ,|U=| U . We prove the following (needed in the sequel):
Lemma 1.1. Let J=[:, ) and let A be an arbitrary set of functions
from J to X with 0 # A, A closed with respect to uniform convergence on J,
and satisfying (1.IIIub). Then
(A) Co(J, X )/A.
(B) If , # C(J, X ) and ,|[:+#, ) # A| [:+#, ) for some #0,
then , # A
(C) If A is furthermore closed with respect to pointwise addition, then
for ,,  # L(R, X ) with |J=,|J , one has spA()=spA(,).
Special case: A satisfies (1.Io), (1.IIIub).
Proof. (A) Let , # Cc(R, X ) with supp ,/(&, :). By (1.IIIub),
,a |J # A for all a # R. This implies that Cc(J, X )/A. Since A is closed
with respect to uniform convergence on J, Co(J, X )/A.
(B) Choose 8 # C(R, X ) such that 8|J=,. Using (1.IIIub) and the
assumptions, 8# |J # A. Therefore ,=8|J # A, by (1.IIIub).
(C) Define F :=,&, then F # L(R, X ) and F |J=0 almost
everywhere. But then f V F # Cub(R, X ), and f V F |J # A for all f # L1(R, C).
Indeed, if f has compact support, then by Lemma 1.1(A) f V F |J # A. This
implies f V F |J # A for all f # L1(R, C). But then also f V ,|J= f V |J+
f V F |J # A, provided f V |J # A. If now *  spA(), by definition there is
f # L1(R, C) with f V |J # A, but f (*){0. With the above, also f V ,|J # A.
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This means that *  spA(,). This proves spA(,)/spA(). Similarly,
spA()/spA(,). This proves (C).
Examples of *-classes are the spaces of almost periodic functions AP(R, X ),
the space r(,, R, X ) generated by a fixed uniformly continuous recurrent
function ,, asymptotically almost periodic functions AAP(J, X ), Eberlein
weakly almost periodic functions W(J, X ), asymptotically recurrent func-
tions Ar(,, J, X ) and the space of totally ergodic functions TE(J, X ) (see
[7, Section 2]).
With Y=L p([0, 1], X ), Stepanoff S p-almost periodic functions [1, p. 76]
are also *-classes for all 1p< (see (3.5)).
For f # Cub(R, X ) each of the following definitions can be shown to give
the same class LAPub(R, X ):
N-a.p in [29, p. 147, Definition 3.1.3], [30, p. 53, Definition 2]; Levitan
almost periodic in [31, Definition 1 or 2]; Levin-a.p in [6, Definition 2.1]; Bohr
almost automorphic in [38, Definition 2.1.2] or [5, Definition 3$], both without
‘‘range relatively compact’’; Bohr-almost automorphic in [6, Definition 2.2] or
[7, Definition 2.1.3(iii)]. Set
UAA(R, X ) :=[ f # LAPub(R, X ): f (R) relatively compact];
besides the above characterizations the elements of UAA(R, X ) are also
given as uniformly continuous X-valued functions satisfying any of the following
definitions of ‘‘almost automorphic’’: almost automorphic in Bochner
[15, Definition 2], almost automorphic in Veech [38, Definitions 1.2.1,
4.1.1, or 4.1.2 plus range relatively compact].
With the above definitions, one has
AP(R, X )/UAA(R, X )/LAPub(R, X ).
The constructions of Veech used in [6, The ore me 5.3] show that the first
inclusion is strict already for X=R, the second inclusion is strict for X=
separable Hilbert space l 2.
With the above characterizations, UAA(R, X ) and LAPub(R, X ) are
*-classes.
The set Cuwc=Cuwc(J, X ) is a *-class: By Eberlein’s theorem [17, Part I,
p. 430] Cuwc is linear and satisfies (1.II), and with a suitable diagonal
subsequence and again the Eberlein theorem it is seen that Cuwc is closed
in Cub(J, X ). Also, if 8 # Cub(R, X ) and 8|J # Cuwc , then 8a | J # Cuwc for all
a # R, because the union of a compact set with a weakly relatively compact
set is weakly relatively compact.
The spaces E(J, X ) satisfy properties (1.I), (1.III), (1.IV) (see [7, Theorems
2.4.2, 2.4.3]). For other examples see [7, Section 2] and [8].
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Examples of Loomis classes satisfying (L.2) are AP(J, X )=AP(R, X )|J ,
LAPub(J, X )=LAPub(R, X )|J , UAA(J, X )=UAA(R, X )|J and r(,, J, X ).
Also, these classes satisfy (L.1) provided X does not contain a subspace
isomorphic to the Banach space c0 of all convergent to 0 complex sequences
(c0 /3 X ) (see [5] and references cited therein in the cases AP(R, X ),
UAA(R, X ) and r(,, R, X )). That LAPub(R, X ) is a Loomis class follows
also from [5, proof of Lemma 1] using the above stated relations. In the
case J=[:, ) properties (L.1) and (L.2) can be proved using a treatment
similar to [5] or [10, Corollary 2.2] with J=[0, ).
Other examples of Loomis classes are D$pp(R, C) & L1loc(R, C) and MA
where A is a Loomis class (see Definition 1.2).
If J{R, the spaces AP(J, X ), UAA(J, X ), LAPub(J, X ), r(,, J, X ), are
not *-classes.
The spaces of asymptotically almost periodic functions AAP(J, X ) (see
[19, p. 154]), Eberlein almost periodic functions W(J, X ) and totally ergodic
functions TE(J, X ) are *-classes [7, pp. 1214] which are not Loomis classes
(see [33, Example 4.1], or Examples 2.8(iv)). The spaces E(J, X ) are not
Loomis classes.
We remark that the class LAP(R, X ) of continuous N-a.p functions
[30, p. 53, Definition 2] is not a *-class but the above subclass LAPub(R, X )
=LAP(R, X ) & Cub(R, X ) is a *-class. The spaces of pseudo-almost periodic
functions PAP(J, X ) ([40], [41] and [8]) are not *-classes. But PAP(J, X )
& Cub(J, X ) ([8, Corollary 2.5]) is a *-class.
Further, we introduce mean-classes:
Definition 1.2. Let , # L1loc(J, X ), A be any set of X-valued functions
on J and h>0. Define
Mh,(t) :=
1
h |
h
0
,(t+s) ds, t # J. (1.4)
MA :=[, # L1loc(J, X ): Mh, # A for all h>0]. (1.5)
We call , # MA of mean A-type (or a mean A-function). For example
mean almost periodic and mean almost automorphic functions are those in
MAP(J, X ) and MUAA(J, X ) respectively.
Recursively
MkA :=M(Mk&1A) if k # N and M0A=A. (1.6)
Since we do not discuss periodic functions, there will be no confusion
with the differently defined ‘‘mean periodic functions.’’
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We denote by sh :=(1h) /(&h, 0) , where /(&h, 0) is the characteristic of the
interval (&h, 0), h>0. Set , =, on J and 0 on R"J. Finally, the set of
interior points of A/R will be denoted by A%. The following relations are
clear.
Mh1 } } } Mhk ,=, V shk V } } } V sh1 for all h1>0, ..., hk>0. (1.7)
Moreover, if A/MA (see Section 3), then
Mk&1A/MkA for all k # N. (1.8)
Furthermore, if A is a translation invariant linear space, then
, # MA if and only if [h>0: Mh. # MA]%{<. (1.9)
MA inherits linear properties from A, it is closed with respect to the
S1-norm (Section 3) if A is closed with respect to uniform convergence
on J. There exist however f from MAP(R, R) with | f |  MAP(R, R).
This paper consists of 4 sections. In Section 1 we have introduced the
main definitions used in this paper. In Section 2, we study the asymptotic
behavior of bounded uniformly continuous solutions of (1.1) and of (:), (;)
where f # L1(R, C) has compact support. Numerous results have been
obtained for the asymptotic behavior of uniformly continuous bounded
solutions of (1.1) and of the abstract Cauchy problem (see [34], [8, 9], [2]).
Our results extend or complement theorems of Bohr, Neugebauer, Walther
[39], Bochner [1215], Doss [16, Theorem (a)], Basit and Zhikov [4], Fink
and Madych [20], Staffans [37], Basit [7, Theorem 5.2] and others. As , V f
is bounded uniformly continuous N-a.p, p-a.p and a.p if respectively , is
bounded N-a.p, p-a.p and S p-a.p, our investigation includes all such classes
of functions which are not necessary continuous or bounded. The study of
asymptotic behavior of only bounded solutions of (1.1) seems to be new
even for the simplest equations: y$=b and y(t+1)& y(t)=b(t), where b V f
belongs to an almost periodic class for some f # L1(R, C) and y is bounded.
We note that the asymptotic behavior of bounded uniformly continuous
solutions of neutral systems, convolution equations and abstract Cauchy
problems is a direct consequence of theorems on the spectrum spA(,) of
functions , # L(R, X ) with respect to a class A/Cub(J, X ) (see [30, p. 92
and references pp. 9697], [20], [37, Theorems 2.4, 3.2], [7, Section 4 and 5],
[33, Section 3]). However the asymptotic behavior of only bounded solutions
requires further investigation of the class A. This led us to introduce mean-type
classes generalizing many known function spaces of almost periodic type.
For example if , # AP(J, X ) and ,$ # L1loc(J, X ), then ,$ # MAP(J, X ).
Mean *-type classes are explored in Section 3. Though the mean of functions
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(1.4) is used by many authors ( for example Friedrich’s ‘‘mollifiers’’ and
Levitan [29, pp. 206209, 216220]), our study of mean A-type functions
seems to be new even for Bohr and S p-almost periodic functions. We study
indefinite integrals of , # MA with A satisfying (1.I), (1.IIIJ), and the
harmonic analysis of mean-almost periodic functions. Also, we establish
many inclusions relating classes of almost periodic type. In Section 4 we
study bounded solutions of (1.1). We prove that if 0 is a bounded solution
of (1.1) with aj, k constants from C, G # L1(J) and b from some class 4,
then 0 belongs to M4, provided certain conditions on (1.1) respectively 4
are fulfilled (Theorem 4.1, Theorem 4.2). In particular, if y is a bounded
solution of y(t+1)& y(t)=b(t) with b # S p-almost periodic, y is also
S p-almost periodic.
2. GENERALIZED ALMOST PERIODICITY OF BOUNDED
UNIFORMLY CONTINUOUS SOLUTIONS
In this section we extend and complete known results on asymptotic
behaviour of bounded uniformly continuous solutions of (1.1) to system of
equations and with b V fo # 4 instead of b # 4, where fo # D(R) or even only
from L1(R, C) with compact support. Lemma 2.1 reduces the study of
solutions of (1.1) on J to the study of solutions of equations on R. This
enabled us to apply methods of harmonic analysis to (1.1). In Lemmata 2.2
and 2.3 we generalize certain results of [7] to cope with solutions which
are neither bounded nor continuous. In Lemma 2.4, Theorem 2.5 we give
sufficient conditions to prove asymptotic behavior of uniformly continuous
bounded solutions of (:). Examples are given to show that our conditions
are essential.
In the following a function g~ : R  Y is called an extension of g: J  Y if
and only if g~ (t)= g(t) for all t # J. If 0 is a solution of (1.1) on J, then as
in [7, Lemma 5.1.2], there exists an extension 0 # L1loc(R, X ) satisfying
Lemma 2.1 such that
0 (k) is bounded and uniformly continuous on (&, :$]
for all 0kn. (2.1)
Lemma 2.1. Let 0: J$  X be a bounded uniformly continuous solution
on J=[:, ) of (1.1) with b bounded. Let 0 be an extension of 0 satisfying
(2.1). Let G be the extension of G to R defined by G (t)=0 if t<c. Define
b (t) :=nk=0 
m
j=1 aj, k0
(k)(t+tj)+& G (s) 0 (t+s) ds. Then b is a bounded
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measurable extension to R of b. Moreover, 0 is a bounded uniformly continuous
solution on R of
:
n
k=0
:
m
j=1
aj, k0(k)(t+t j)+|

&
G (s) 0(t+s) ds=b (t). (2.2)
If in addition, 0 # Cn(J$, X ) and b is uniformly continuous on J, b is
uniformly continuous on R.
In the following we denote by wk(x)=(1+|x| )k for k real and x # R. We define
Lpwk(R, X )=[ f Bochner measurable: & f &p, wk :=& fwk&Lp<] for 1p<,
Lwk(R, X )=[ f Bochner measurable: & f &, wk :=sup[& f (x)& wk(x)]<].
If f # L1wk(R, C), , # L

w&k
(R, X ) and k0, then , V f is well defined and
continuous on R with
&, V f &, w&k&.&, w&k & f &1, wk (2.3)
(see [32, pp. 8485] in the case X=C).
Lemma 2.2. Let A/Cub(J, X ) have properties (1.I) and (1.III).
(A) Let , # Lw&k(R, X ), k0 and ,|J # Cub(J, X ). Then ,|J # A if
and only if , V f |J # A for all f # L1wk(R, C).
(B) Let , # L1loc(R, X ), ,|J # A, and f # L
1(R, C) with compact support.
If , V f # C(R, X ) almost everywhere, then , V f |J # A almost everywhere.
Special cases: A=Cuwc(J, X ), A=E(J, X ) or A & Cub(J, X ) if
A/L1loc(J, X ).
Proof. (A) Let ,|J # A and  a bounded uniformly continuous exten-
sion of ,|J . Let f # Cc(R, C) and support f/[&a, a]. Then (, V f )a |J=
,a V f |J=a V f |J # A, by [7, (4.1.5), Theorem 4.2.1] where only linearity,
closure with respect to uniform convergence and (1.III) for A are used.
Furthermore , V f # C(R, X ) and therefore , V f |J # A, by (1.III).
Let f # L1wk(R, C). There exists a sequence ( fn)/Cc(R, C) such that
& fn& f &1, wk  0 as n  . It follows that &, V fn&, V f &, w&k  0 as
n  , by (2.3). This implies that , V fn(t)  , V f (t) as n   uniformly
on each compact subset of R, thus , V f # C(R, X ). We claim that
&, V fn(t)&, V f (t)&  0 as n   uniformly on J. Indeed, it is clear that
&, V fn(t)&, V f (t)&|
0
&
| fn(t&s)& f (t&s)| } &,(s)& ds
+|

0
| fn(t&s)& f (t&s)| } &,(s)& ds=I1, n(t)+I2, n(t).
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We have for all t0:
I1, n(t)=|
0
&
| fn(t&s)& f (t&s)| wk(t&s)
&,(s)&
wk(s)
ds
&,&, w&k & fn& f &1, wk ,
I2, n(t)|

0
| fn(t&s)& f (t&s)| } &,(s)& ds
&,| [0, ) & & fn& f &1, wk .
Since ,|J # Cub(J, X ) and , is locally bounded, ,| [0, ) is bounded. This
and the above implies that I1, n(t)+I2, n(t)  0 as n   uniformly on J
proving our claim. Since , V fn | J # A, by (1.I) , V f |J # A.
Let , V f |J # A for all f # L1wk(R, C). Let s1n be as above (1.7). Then
,(t)|J= lim
n  
n |
1n
0
,(t+s) ds|J= lim
n  
, V s1n(t)|J .
As ,|J # Cub(J, X ), the limit exists uniformly on J. Since s1n # L1wk(R, C),
the assumptions imply that , V s1n | J # A for all n # N. Therefore ,|J # A,
by (1.I).
(B) By the assumptions on , and f, , V f exists almost everywhere on R;
, V f # C(R, X ) almost everywhere means there exists a continuous g # C(R, X )
with , V f =g almost everywhere on R. Further, there exists a0 such that
supp f/[&a, a]. As in the proof of (A), one gets (, V f )a | J=,a V f |J=
a V f | J # A or ga |J # A. By (1.III), g|J # A, that is , V f |J # A almost
everywhere.
Corollary 2.3. Let A be a linear subspace of L1loc(J, X ) which is closed
with respect to uniform convergence on J and satisfies (1.III) and A/MA.
Assume that , # L(R, X ).
(A) If ,|J # Cub(J, X ), then ,|J # A if and only if spA(,)=<.
(B) If ,|J # Cub(J, X ), then 2a,|J # A for all a # J if and only if
spA(,)/[0].
(C) If f # L1(R, X ) then spA(, V f )/spA(,) & supp f .
(D) Assume furthermore that A=4o/Cub(J, X ) satisfies (1.I),
(1.II), (1.III). Let ,|J # Cub(J, X ), spA(,) residual and #&1* ,|J # E0(J, X ) for
all * # spA(,). Then ,|J # 4o .
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Proof. We prove only the special case A satisfies (1.I), (1.III):
(A) Follows directly from Lemma 2.2(A) when k=0 and Wiener’s
tauberian theorem [17, Part II, p. 986]. (See [7, Theorem 4.2.1]).
(B) Follows from Lemma 2.2(A) using the same proof as for
[7, Theorem 4.2.2].
(C) Same argument as in the case A=[0] in [17, Part II, p. 988].
(D) Follows in the same way as in the proof of [7, 3.1.1] noticing
that (1.IV) is not needed because #&1* ,| J # E0(J, X ) for all * # spA(,).
Assume now X a complex Banach space, r # N, Y=X r, Cr_r :=complex
r_r-matrices, 0=column vector (01 , ..., 0r)T : R  Y, H=(Hj, k): R  Cr_r,
b=(b1 , b2 , ..., br)T : R  Y; H V 0: R  Y with (H V 0)j :=rk=1 Hj, k V 0k .
Recall ([35, p. 199]) that B4 is the vector space of all infinitely differen-
tiable complex functions on R with all derivatives vanishing at infinity
endowed with the topology:
A sequence (,n)/B4 converges to zero if and only if &, (k)n &  0 as
n   for all integers k0. The dual of B4 will be denoted by D$L1
([35, p.200]). Since S(R)/B4 ,
B4 $=D$L1/S $(R)=S$(R).
Lemma 2.4. Assume 0 # Cub(R, Y ), b # D$(R, Y ), Hj, k # D$L1 for 1 j, kr.
Let 0 be a solution of
H V 0=b. (2.4)
Then b # S$(R, Y ), b V f # C(R, Y ) & Cub(R, Y ) for all f # S(R) and all
H j, k # C(R, C). If furthermore det H # C(R, C) with M :=[* # R: det H =0]
at most countable, bj V f |J # 4=*-class/Cub(J, X ) for all entire f with
f |R # S(R) and all 1 jr and one of the conditions holds:
(i) #&*0 j |J # E(J, X ) for all * # M and all 1 jr.
(ii) 4 satisfies the difference property (L.1).
(iii) 4 satisfies the difference property (L.2) and 0j has relatively
weakly compact range, 1 jr.
Then 0|J # 4r.
Proof. Since each Hj, k is a finite sum of derivatives of functions from
L1(R, C) by [35, p. 201, The ore me XXV, 1 b ], H j, k # C(R, C), so det H is
well defined. In (2.4) the convolution is, for T # D$L1 , 8 # L(R, X ) and
g # S(R), defined by
(T V 8)(g) :=((T V g ) V 8)(0): (2.5)
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with T=sum of L1-derivatives and f (k) V g= f V g(k) one proves that
T V g # DL1 , that is T V g # C (R, C) with all derivatives from L1(R, C), so
that (T V g ) V 8 is well defined as a Bochner integral; finally T V 8: S(R)
 X can be shown to be continuous on S(R), T V 8 # S$(R, X ).
Therefore b # S$(R, Y ) by (2.4) and (2.5), so b V f is well defined and in
C(R, Y ) for f # S(R); since 0 # Cub(R, Y ), (2.5) shows that b V f # Cub(R, Y ).
We first show that sp4(0j)/M, 1 j r:
If * # R with det H (*){0, then by the continuity of det H there exists
$>0 with det H {0 on U=(*&$, *+$). Choose f # S(R) such that
f # D(R) with supp f /U and f (*){0; this is possible because of D(R)/
S(R)=S (R). Similarly there is g # Sr(R) with g^:= f e jH &1, with row unit
vector ej=(0, ..., 0, 1, 0, ..., 0). Then also row vector g^ # D(R)r. It follows
g^H = f ej or g V H= fej by the Fourier multiplication theorem [35, p. 268,
The ore me XV]. Therefore f V 0=( fej) V 0=(g V H ) V 0. By (2.5) and the
definition of S V f for S # S$(R), f # S(R) one gets, for arbitrary g # S(R)r
and t # R
((g V H ) V 0)(t)=((g V H )t V 0)(0)=((gt V H ) V 0)(0)
=:
j, k
(([ gt]j V Hj, k) V 0k)(0)=:
j, k
((Hj, k V 0k) V [ g t] j)
=:
j, k
(gj V (Hj, k V 0k))(t)
=(g V (H V 0))(t)=(g V b)(t). (2.6)
Together one has f V 0j= g V b=rk=1 gk V bk with the above f, g. By
assumptions gk V bk |J # 4, so also f V 0j |J # 4 with f (*){0, that is
*  sp4(0 j). With * arbitrary  M one gets sp4(0j)/M. By assumption on
H, M is (at most) countable and closed, so all sp4(0j) are residual
(=closed countable). If (i) holds, 0j |J # 4 by Corollary 2.3(E). Assuming
(ii) respectively (iii), we show that sp4(0j) has no isolated points. Indeed,
if *0 # sp4(0j) is isolated, there exists $>0 and k # S(R) such that
]*0&$, *0+$[ & sp4(0j)=[*0], k (*0){0 and supp k /]*0&$, *0+$[.
By Corollary 2.3(C), sp4(0j V k)/[*0] and by Corollary 2.3(B)
2s(#&*0 0j V k)| J # 4 for all s # J. Using (iii) and the special case Cuwc(J, X )
of Lemma 2.2, #&*0 0 j V k| J has relatively weakly compact range. Therefore
#&*0 0j V k| J # 4, by (ii) respectively (iii). This implies that 0 j V k| J # 4 by
(1.II) contradicting the assumption that *0 # sp4(0 j) and proves that
sp4(0j) has no isolated points. Since sp4(0 j)/M is closed sp4(0 j)=<.
Therefore 0j |J # 4, by Corollary 2.3(A).
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Theorem 2.5. With notation as above assume Sj, k # D$L1 , 0 # Cub(R, Y )
and b # D$(R, Y ) with
S V 0=b, (2.7)
assume further that one of the conditions (i)(iii) of Lemma 2.4 holds, and
that [* # R: det S =0] is at most countable.
(I) If there exists fo # D(R) with fo{0 and all fo V bj | J # 4, a *-class,
and if furthermore all S j, k # C(R, C), then 0|J # 4r.
(II) If S=T+F with Tj, k # D$(R) with compact support and
Fj, k # L1(R, C) with F j, k # C (R, C), and if there exists fo # L1(R, C) with
compact support, fo{0 such that fo V b|J% # 4r, 4 a *-class, fo V b| (&, ;) #
Lloc((&, ;), Y ) for some ; # R and with at most polynomial growth as
x  &, then again 0|J # 4r.
Proof. (I) S V 0 # S$(R)r is defined by (2.5); by (2.6) one has, for any
g # S(R)r, g V b=(g V S) V 0. If now, in the first case, the given fo # D(R),
choosing g= foej , 1 jr, one gets b* := fo V b=( fo V S) V 0, with
b* # Cub(R, Y ). Furthermore Hj, k := fo V S j, k is even from L1(R, C)/D$L1
by [35, p. 201, The ore me XXV, 2%]). Since the Sj, k # S$(R), one gets with
the Fourier multiplication theorem [35, p. 268, The ore me XV] that det H
=det f oS =( f o )r } det S . Since f o is entire and 0, one has det H # C(R, C),
det H has at most countably many zeros in R by assumptions on S . Further-
more, fo V b # Cub(R, Y ) by Lemma 2.4, so ( fo V b) V f |J # 4r for all f # S(R)
by Lemma 2.2(A), k=0, so with the above H and fo V b instead of b all the
assumptions of Lemma 2.4 are fulfilled, giving 0j |J # 4.
(II) If only fo # L1(R, C) with compact support, the above gives
again det H # C with countably many zeros by the PaleyWienerSchwartz
theorem and the assumptions on F. Instead of (2.6), one uses ( fo V S) V 0=
( fo V T ) V 0+( fo V F ) V 0. By the FubiniTonelli theorem for the Bochner
integral, ( fo V F ) V 0=(F V 0) V fo . If 0 is scalar valued, one has ( fo V T ) V 0
=(T V 0) V fo by the associativity of distribution convolution if two factors
have compact support. For general 0, the commutativity of Bochner integral
with linear bounded operators gives y(U V V )=U V ( yV ) if U # D$(R) has
compact support and V # D$(R, X ), y # X*, this applied three times gives
(2.6) for g= fo # L1(R, C) with compact support.
Finally, to be able to apply Lemma 2.4, only ( fo V b) V f | J # 4r is needed
for f # S(R). If J=R, J% :=interior of J=R, so fo V bj # 4/Cub(R, X ) by
assumptions; then ( fo V b j) V f # 4 by Lemma 2.2(A), k=0.
If J=[:, ), there exists u # 4r with fo V b=u on (:, ), furthermore
there exist ; # (&, :), v # Lloc((&, ;), Y ) and k0, c # R with fo V b=v
on (&, ;) and v(x)c } |x|k for x<;. Choose / # D(R) with /=1 on a
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neighborhood W of [;, :], and define y :=/ } ( fo V b), z := fo V b& y. Then
y # D$(R, Y ) has compact support, hence is of finite order, implying y V f #
S(R, Y ) for f # S(R); therefore ( y V f )(x)  0 as |x|  . By Lemma 1.1(A),
y V f |J # 4r for all f # S(R). Furthermore z| (:, )=u&u } /| (:, ) with u # 4;
/ } u # 4r, by Lemma 1.1(A). With z| (&, ;)=(1&/)v=O( |x|k), z | W=0 and
a partition of unity one gets z # Lw&k(R, Y ) and z|J # 4
r. By Lemma 2.2(A),
z V f |J # 4r for f # S(R), so with the above y V f |J # 4r one gets ( fo V b) V f |J
=( y+z) V f |J # 4r as desired.
Corollary 2.6. Let 0: J$  Y be a solution of (1.1) on J with aj, k
constant complex r_r-matrices, G # L1((c, ), Cr_r), b # L1loc(J, Y ), with
Lemma 2.1 extensions G j, k holomorphic on R. Let 0 be bounded and uniformly
continuous on J$, assume that one of the conditions (i)(iii) of Lemma 2.4 holds and
assume further the existence of a non-negative to and an fo#L1(R, C) with compact
support and fo{0 such that ( fo V b)to |J is almost everywhere defined and # 4
r
almost everywhere with 4 a *-class. Assume finally that either det mj=1 aj, n#tj0
on R, or all aj, k=0 and det G 0. Then 0|J # 4r.
(Here in (i), M := [* # R: f o(*) } det(nk=0 
m
j=1 aj, k#tj (*)(i*)
k +
G (&*))=0].)
Special cases:
(a) If c
%
 X, 4=AP(R, X ), UAA(R, X ) or LAPub(R, X ), (ii) of
Lemma 2.4 holds.
(b) All bj # 4, then b j V f |J # 4 by Lemma 2.2(A) for all f # L1(R, C).
(c) 4=AAP(J, Y ), W(J, Y ), 0|J # E(J, Y ) for (i); 0|J # E(J, Y ) is
also necessary here by [7, Theorem 2.4.7].
(d) b almost periodic distribution in the sense of Schwartz [35, p. 204],
4=AP(R, C).
(e) If r=1, the condition det mj=1 aj, n#tj0 if G=0 almost everywhere
means not all aj, n=0 if G=0 almost everywhere.
Proof of Corollary 2.6. With Lemma 2.1 we extend 0, G, b to R, with
extensions 0 # Cub(R, Y ), G j, k # L1(R, C), b # L1loc(R, Y ), 0 solution of
(2.2) on R (take 0 (n)(:)=0 if 0(n)(:) does not exist). With [25, p. 88,
Theorem 3.8.6] 0 is a distribution solution of (2.2) on R. So with
S :=nk=0 
m
j=1 aj, k$
(k)
tj
+G and b instead of b, 0 is a solution of (2.6),
where $t=translate of Dirac distribution $, $t(.) :=.(t). If 0 has
relatively weakly compact range, so has 0 . The second case of Theorem 2.5
can be applied: All Sj, k # D$L1(R) with S j, k even holomorphic on R, since
the G j, k are. det S =0 on R at most countably if det S 0. To see the
latter, we write S (*)=(i*)n det  j aj, neitj*+V(*) with V(*)  0 as |*|  ,
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* real, also for n=0 (since the G j, k # L1(R, C)); then det S (*)=(i*)n
det j aj, neitj *+o(1), with det  j aj, n eitj *=complex trigonometric polyno-
mial P, = cl ei|l* with real |l ; assuming now det S #0 one would get
P=o(1); taking the Bohr mean of #|l } P, this implies cl=0 or P#0, and
so by assumptions S =G8 a contradiction.
Finally the assumptions on fo V b in (II) of Theorem 2.5 are fulfilled:
Here distribution convolution fo V b =Bochner integral convolution fo V b ,
the latter exists a.e. on R; with supp fo contained in [&a, a], ‘‘( fo V b)to | J
is defined a.e.’’ means toa, then ( fo V b)to(x)=
to
&to
fo( y) b(x+to& y) dy
for almost all x # J, no b is needed.
If J=R, fo V b = fo V b # 4r/L(R, Y ) with (1.III).
If J=[:, ), S V 0 =b implies S V (0 to)=(b )to , with with fo V (b to)|J=
( fo V b )to | J # 4
r almost everywhere. Furthermore b to | (&, :&to] # Cub((&,
:&to], Y ) by Lemma 2.1 and (2.1), therefore ( fo V b )to | (&, :&2to] even in
Cub((&, :&2to], Y ), ;=:&2to in (II).
So 0 to |J # 4
r by Theorem 2.5, with (1.III) one gets 0|J # 4r.
The following corollary is an analogue to the classical ‘‘Esclangon
LandauTheorem,’’ replacing ‘‘bounded’’ by ‘‘element of 4,’’ for *-classes
(see [11]).
Corollary 2.7. Let 0 # Cn(J$, Y ) be a solution of (1.1) with aj, k
constant complex r_r-matrices, G # L1((c, ), Cr_r), b # L(J, Y ) and with
det mj=1 aj, n#tj0 if G=0 almost everywhere. Let 0
(k) be bounded and
uniformly continuous on J for all k=0, 1, ..., n and assume further that
b|J # 4r. If one of the conditions (i)(iii) of Lemma 2.4 holds then 0 (k)|J # 4r,
0kn.
Proof. By induction: If 0 satisfies (1.1) of order n+1, then 0|J # 4r by
Corollary 2.6; since c G(s) 0(t+s) ds=G8 V 0 , where 0 =0 on J$, else
zero on R, the restriction G8 V 0 |J # 4, by Lemma 2.2. 0$ is a solution of
(1.1) of order n with the same principal part and G identically 0.
The assumptions 0 ‘‘bounded,’’ 0 ‘‘uniformly continuous,’’ the restriction to
‘‘*-classes’’ and ‘‘the condition (i)(iii)’’ are all essential in Theorem 2.5 and
Corollary 2.6:
Examples 2.8. (i) 0(x)=x is uniformly continuous and satisfies
0(t+1)&0(t)=1 and 0$(t+1)&0$(t)=0 for x # R.
(ii) There exists y # C(R, R) which is bounded and satisfies y(x+1)
&y(x)= f (x) and y$(x+1)&y$(x)= f $(x) for x # R with Bohr almost
periodic f, f $, but y is not uniformly continuous and therefore not Bohr
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almost periodic ( y is not even asymptotic almost periodic on [0, ) and
also is not asymptotic uniformly continuous at  in the sense of [20] and
[37] but it is simultaneously S p-almost periodic for all 1p<.)
(iii) 0(x)=e&x is a bounded uniformly continuous solution on
[0, ) of 0$(t)+0(t)=0, but 0 is not a restriction on [0, ) of an
almost periodic function (AP([0, ), C) is not a *-class).
(iv) One can construct y # C(R, R) & Cub(R, R) with even all
differences ys& y and y$ # AAP(R, R) but y  AAP(R, R).
Proof. (ii) We construct y in the form y=n=1 hn . For the hn , first
choose compact intervals In/[0, 1] of length 2&n and with disjoint
interiors; the hn will be chosen from C (R, R) with integer period pn (thus
Bohr almost periodic), 0hn1, supp hn/Z+In and hn=0 on [&n, n].
then on compact sets only finitely many terms in  hn are {0, so y: R  R
is well defined and # C(R, R). Since for each x # R at most one hn(x){0,
also 0 y1 on R.
Furthermore x+1x |hn(t)|
p dt|In |, the y-sum converges in the Stepanoff-S p
norm, so y is S p-almost periodic, 1p<. For the hn choose first a test func-
tion b # D(R) with supp b/[0, 1], 0b1, b(12)=1, and transport it to
In=[un , vn], yielding bn(x)=b((x&un)|In | ). With wn :=n+n2n, put bn
on wn+In , cn, 0(x) :=bn(x&wn), x # R. With =n :=1(n2n), put similarly
(1&k=n) } bn as cn, \k on wn\k+In , 1k<n2n, and define hn :=cn, \k on
wn\k+In , 1k<n2n, else hn :=0 in its period interval, and with period
pn :=3n+n } 2n+1. Then the hn have the above properties, especially hn=0
on [&n, n]. Furthermore |hn(x+1)&hn(x)|=n } &bn& , |h$n(x+1)&h$n(x)|
(=n &b$&|In | )=&b$&n for all x # R. Since the hn(x+1)&hn(x) have
with respect to n essentially disjoint support, similarly for the h$n(x+1)&
h$n(x), this gives, for x # R, | yn(x+1)& yn(x)&n&11 (hm(x+1)&hm(x))|
=n } 1, | y$n(x+1)& y$n(x)&n&11 h$m(x+1)&h$m(x))|&b$& n, implying
that the series for y(x+1)& y(x) respectively y$(x+1)& y$(x) converge
uniformly on R, these differences are therefore Bohr-a.p. We show that y is
not uniformly continuous on R. Indeed, y(wn+un+|In |2)& y(wn+un)=
hn(wn+un+|In |2)&hn(wn+un)=1, but |In |=2&n  0.
Remarks 2.9. (a) Since AP(R, X) and AA(R, X) are *-classes, Corollary 2.6
subsumes [16, Theorem (a)], [4, Theorem 1, 2] and also [7, Theorem 5.2.1].
(b) Bochner’s results [13][15] are the special case J=R, X=C,
4=AP(R, C), UAA(R, C) of Corollary 2.7.
(c) Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 2.6 are also true for 4=AP(R, X )
and bj only almost periodic distributions from D$pp(R, X ) (see [35, p. 206]
for the case X=C). More generally, for a given *-class 4 corresponding
4-distributions from D$4 can be defined, with corresponding results.
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(d) Corollary 2.6 remains true if only 4/Cub(J# , X ), J#=[#, )/
J, 0|J# # Cub(J# , Y ), ( fo V b)T | J# # 4
r a.e., the conclusion is then 0|J# # 4
r.
(e) If Bochner’s condition |det mj=1 aj, n#tj |c0>0 holds, the boun-
dedness of 0 alone implies uniform continuity and boundedness of all 0(k),
0kn, so Corollary 2.7 applies (see [11] and the subcase m=2 in the
proof of Theorem 4.2 below).
(f ) In Lemma 2.4 if b V f # 4o(J, X ) with 4o satisfying (1.I), (1.II),
(1.III) (instead of b V f # 4(J, X )), we still can conclude sp4o(0)/M and
so 0|J # 4o provided one of the following conditions holds:
(a1) sp4o(0)=<.
(a2) #&* 0j | J # E0(J, X ) for all * # M and all 1 jr.
Also, if b V f # A(J, X ) with A=4o , 4o & AP(J, X )=[0] and 4 :=4o
+AP(J, X ) is closed, or A any Loomis class which is not necessary a
*-class of the examples mentioned in Section 1 and 4=C0(J, X )+A, then
a solution 0 of (2.4) (with assumptions as in Lemma 2.4) satisfies 0|J # 4
provided (i) of Lemma 2.4 holds.
A proof of (f ) follows as in Lemma 2.4 using (1.2), (1.3) and
[8, Corollary 2.5]. Using (f ) one can obtain certain results of [20] and [37].
(g) In the proof of [4, Theorem 1, 2] for 4=AP(R, X ), the validity
of the EsclangonLandau result (see [18], [28], [30, p. 96], [11]) for
(1.1) is used to claim without proof the following result:
‘‘Let 0 # Cn(R, X ) be a bounded solution on J=R of (1.1), aj, k , G, b as
after (1.1), and assume f # S(R). Then z=0 V f is well defined, from
C(R, X ) and a bounded uniformly continuous solution on R of
:
n
k=0
:
m
j=1
aj, k z(k)(t+t j)=8 V f,
where 8(t)=b(t)&& G(s) 0(t+s) ds. Moreover, z
(k) is bounded and
uniformly continuous on R for all k # N.’’
A proof follows from [11, Lemma 5.5, and (5.7)].
By example 5.3 of [11], the EsclangonLandau theorem does not hold for
(1.1). So the above result completes the gap in the proofs of [4, Theorem 1, 2].
(h) Example 2.8(ii) is an improvement of the counterexample 5.3
of [11].
3. MEAN CLASSES
In this section we explore main properties of mean classes. In Theorem 3.3
and Corollary 3.4 we study indefinite integrals of , # MA with A satisfying
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(1.I), (1.IIIJ), (1.IV). The results 3.53.7 describe many properties of mean
A-classes. In the case of mean almost periodic functions the new classes
generalize S p-almost periodicity. Theorem 3.10 exhibits harmonic analysis
of mean-almost periodic functions.
In the following X will be a real or complex Banach space unless stated
otherwise. Let , # Lploc(J, X ) for some 1p. Define
&,&S p :=sup
t # J \|
1
0
&,(t+s)& p ds+
1p
for all 1p<.
Then
, is S p-bounded if and only if &,&Sp< and
, is S p-uniformly continuous if and only if for each =>0 there exists
$>0 such that
&,h&,&Sp<= for all 0<h$.
The set of all S p-bounded respectively S p-uniformly continuous functions
will be denoted by S pb =S
p
b(J, X ), S
p
u =S
p
u(J, X ).
Let , # Lploc(R, X ). Then , is S
p-almost periodic if and only if for each
=>0 the set
[{: &,{&,&Sp<=]
is relatively dense in R. (See [1, p. 77]).
The Banach space of all S p-almost periodic functions equipped with
norm & }&S p will be denoted by S pAP(R, X ).
Let L p :=L p([0, 1], X ) be the Banach space of equivalence classes of
functions from L p([0, 1], X ). The equivalence class of , # L p([0, 1], X )
will be denoted by [,]. Define Bochner transformation B:
B,: J  L p for , # Lploc(J, X ) by B,(t) :=[,t | [0, 1]] for all t # J.
(3.1)
It is well known for 1p< (see [1, pp. 7778]):
If , # Lploc(J, X ), then B, # C(J, L
p). (3.2)
, # S pb(J, X ) if and only if B, # Cb(J, L
p). (3.3)
, # S pu(J, X ) if and only if B, # Cu(J, L
p). (3.4)
, # S pAP(R, X ) if and only if B, # AP(R, L p)
(see [1, pp. 7778]). (3.5)
S b (J, X )=L
(J, X )/S pb(J, X )/S
1
b(J, X )/ML
(J, X ). (3.6)
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In the following Z1 , Z2 will denote arbitrary nonempty sets, F1 , F2 will
stand for semirings from Z1 respectively Z2 and +1 : F1  [0, ), +2 :
F2  [0, ) are _-additive measures. L p(+i , X )=L p(Zi , F i , +i , X ) is the
space of Bochner-+i -measurable functions f : Zi  X with | f | p # L1(+i , R),
i=1, 2. All the integrals are Bochner integrals.
The following needed lemma can be proved with FubiniTonnelli and
the existence statements of the continuous Minkowski inequality respec-
tively the inverse of Ho lder’s inequality (see [22, A7.34, pp. 236237]).
Lemma 3.1. Assume f: Z1_Z2 X Bochner&+1_+2-measurable, G(x) :=
f (x, } ) # Lp(+2 , X ) for +1-almost all x # Z1 and F # L1(Z1 , F1 , +1 , L p(+2 , X ),
with F(x) :=equivalence class [G(x)] if G(x) # L p(+2 , X ), else F(x) :=0;
1p<. Then for +2 -almost all y # Z2 , f ( } , y) # L1(+1 , X ) and with
 f (x, y) d+1 :=the corresponding Bochner-+1 -integral where it exists,
else :=0, one has
| F(x) d+1=+2-equivalence class _| f (x, } ) d+1& ,
so | f (x, } ) d+1 # L p(+2 , X ).
Lemma 3.2. Let , # Lploc(J, X ) for some 1p<. Then Mh, defined by
(1.4) and B, defined by (3.1) are continuous functions on J. Moreover,
Mh(B,)(t)=B(Mh,)(t), t # J, h>0. (3.7)
Proof. Apply Lemma 3.1 with Z1=[t, t+h], Z2=[0, 1], +1=+2=
Lebesgue measure and f (x, y) :=,(x+ y).
First, we prove the following result which extends a theorem of Bochner
on the indefinite integral of Stepanoff almost periodic functions (see
[1, p. 79, VIII]). This result, a consequence of [10, Corollary 5.2], plays a
key role in the study of mean classes.
Theorem 3.3. If , # L1loc(J, X ), then P, is uniformly continuous on J if
and only if , # MCub(J, X ), or equivalently all differences 2aP, # Cub(J, X )
for all a>0.
Proof. If P, # Cu(J, X ), then 2aP, # Cub(J, X ) for all a>0. Conversely,
assume 2aP, # Cub(J, X ) for all a>0. If J{R, consider , : R  X extend-
ing , to R with , (t)=0 for all t  J. The assumptions imply that P, is
bounded on the compact interval [&1, 1] and all differences 2aP, #
Cub(R, X ), a>0 implying 2aP, # Cub(R, X ), a # R. Therefore, the statement
follows from [10, Corollary 5.2].
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Corollary 3.4. Let , # MA(J, X ) with A satisfying (1.I), (1.IIIJ),
(1.IV) and assume that P, is bounded. Then P, # A provided P, # E(J, X )
or A satisfies (L.1) or P, # Cuwc(J, X ) and A satisfies (L.2).
Proposition 3.5. Let , # L1loc(J, X ). If A satisfies (1.Io), , # MA and ,
is uniformly continuous on J, then , # A.
Proof. Since , is uniformly continuous, &Mh,&,&  0 as h  0, implying
that , # A because A is closed with respect to uniform convergence on J.
Since S pAP(R, X )/MAP(R, X ) by Corollary 3.6, this generalizes a
result of Bochner (see [1, p. 78, VII]).
One can show
MA & L(J, X )=MkA & L(J, X ) for k=2, 3, ... .
Corollary 3.6. For 1p<, , # S pAP(R, X ) is equivalent with
, # MAP(R, X ) and , S p-uniformly continous.
Proof. If , is S p-almost periodic, &(Mh ,){&Mh,&h&1p &,{&,&Sp
for 0<h<1. Using (1.9), Mh, # AP(R, X ) and then , # MAP(R, X ). Since
, # S pAP(R, X ), , # S pu AP(R, X ) by (3.5), (3.4). The converse follows
from (3.7),
Mh(B,)=BMh, # B(AP(R, X ))/B(S pAP(R, X ))=AP(R, L p)
by (3.5), (3.4) and Proposition 3.5 for B,.
More generally, the following holds true
AP(R, X )/S pAP(R, X )/S 1AP(R, X )/MAP(R, X )
/MS pAP(R, X )/M2AP(R, X )/M2S pAP(R, X )/ } } } .
(3.8)
At least the first 7 inclusions in (3.8) are all strict.
Proposition 3.7. MAP(R, C)/D$pp(R, C) & L1loc(R, C)/
k=0 M
kAP(R, C).
Proof. The first inclusion follows from [21, Theorem 6, p. 281]. To
, # D$pp(R, C) & L1loc(R, C) by [35, II, p. 206, 3%b)] there exist fj # AP(R, C)
and kj0 with ,=n1 f
(kj )
j . If k=max[k1 , ..., kn], , V sh1 V } } } V shk=
n
1 g j
with gj=( f (kj )j V sh1 V } } } V shkj) V } } } Vshk # AP(R, C) using s$h=$h&$ and
Lemma 2.2(A), so , # MkAP(R, C).
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A finite number of MkAP(R, C) are here not enough.
For f # S pb(R, C) with p>1, f # MAP(R, C) is even equivalent with
f # D$pp(R, C). Since MkAP(R, C) & Cu(R, C)=AP(R, C) by Proposition 3.5
one gets an extension of Bochner’s Theorem
D$pp(R, C) & Cu(R, C)=AP(R, C).
In this connection we want to mention that if , # A has distribution
derivative ,(k) # L1loc(J, X ), then , # M
kA, for A satisfing (1.Io) and (1.III(0, )).
Proposition 3.8. Assume X a complex Banach space and , # M6o(J, X )
with 6o satisfying (1.I), (1.II), (1.III(0, )). Then #*, # M6o for all * # R.
Proof. Since P, is uniformly continuous by Theorem 3.3, for each =>
there exists $>0 such that &h0 ,(t+s) ds&= for all |h|$ and all t # J.
Let (t)=10 ,(t+s) #*(s) ds. We prove that  # A. Indeed, choose k # N
such that 1k  $. Set k(t) = kj = 1 e
i*( jk)  j k( j&1) k ,(t+s) ds. By (1.I),
(1.III(0, )) and Definition 1.2, k # 6o . Assume first that 0*?2. Then
cos *t, sin *t are monotonic on [0, 1]. Consider X as a real Banach space.
Let x* # X*, &x*&1. Then (,(t), x*)>=: f (t) and (i,(t), x*) =: g(t)
are real valued,
(,(t+s) ei*s, x*)= f (t+s) cos(s)+g(t+s) sin(s).
Using the second mean value theorem (see [24, p. 251] or [3, p.233]), we
conclude
|
jk
( j&1)k
(,(t+s) ei*s, x*) ds
=cos(*( j&1)k) |
%1, j
( j&1)k
f (t+s) ds+cos(*jk) |
jn
%1, j
f (t+s) ds
+sin(*( j&1)k) |
%2, j
( j&1)k
g(t+s) ds+sin(*jk) |
jn
%2, j
g(t+s) ds,
where ( j&1)k%1, j , %2, j , ( jk). It follows that
}|
jk
( j&1)k
(,(t+s) ei*s, x*) ds&|
jk
( j&1)k
(,(t+s) ei*( jk), x*) ds }2*=k .
This implies that &(, x*) &(k , x*)&2*= on J if k1$. Since x*
with &x*&1 is arbitrary, one gets &(t)&k(t)&2*= for all t # J. Since
= is arbitrary,  # 6o ; with (1.II), M1(#*,) # 6o .
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If now h |*|<?2, the above proof works also for Mh(,#*), so by (1.9)
the statement follows.
Proposition 3.9. Let , # MAP(J, X ) with complex X. Then the Bohr
mean
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
,(t+s) ds=: MB(,) # X (3.9)
exists uniformly with respect to t # J.
For J=R this implies limT   (12T ) T&T ,(t+s) ds=MB(,) uniformly
in t # R.
Proof. Assume first J=R or J=[:, ) with :<0. Let n(t)=
(1n) n0 ,(t+s) ds, t # J. We claim that there exists a(,) # X such that
&n&a(,)&  0 as n  . Indeed, as , # MAP(J, X ), 1 # AP(J, X ). We
have n(t)=(1n) n&1k=0 1(t+k). We prove our claim as follows: One can
check directly that if 1(t)=aei*t with a # X and * # R, then limn   n=
a, uniformly, where a, is periodic continuous with period 1. This implies
that if &1&Qm&  0 as m   with Qm=rmj=1 aj, me
i*j, mt (see [1, p. 25],
then limn   n=a, , where a, is continuous with period 1 on J. Apply the
above to the function ,(tm) instead of ,, using now that M(1m), is also
almost periodic. One gets that a, has period 1m. This implies that a, is
constant. Furthermore, using the uniform continuity of P, of Theorem 3.3
one gets limT   (1T) T0 ,(t+s) ds=a, # X and the limit exists uniformly
with respect to t # J.
If :>0, ,: # MAP([0, ), X ), the above for ,: gives Proposition 3.9
for J=[:, ).
With Propositions 3.8, 3.9 one has, for arbitrary , # MAP(J, X ), Fourier
analysis, that is one can define with MB :=Bohr mean,
Fourier coefficients c*(,) :=MB(#&1* ,), * # R, (3.10)
spectrum _ap(,) :=[* # R: c*(,){0], (3.11)
formal Fourier series 7* # _ap (,) c*(,)#* . (3.12)
For Bohr almost periodic , # AP(J, X ), all this coincides with the corre-
sponding notions of the BohrBochner theory.
One has the Fourier synthesis for , # MAP(J, X ):
Theorem 3.10. If , # MAP(J, X ) with complex X, the spectrum _ap(,) :=
[* # R: c*(,){0] is at most countable. For any countable _/R there exists
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a summation method 7=(sn, *)n # N, * # R with 0sn, *1 and for each fixed
n only finitely many sn, *{0 such that for any  # MAP(J, X ) with
_ap()/_ one has
sup
0<hk
&Mh(n&)&, J  0 as n  , 0<k # R, (3.13)
where n=* sn, * c*()#*=trigonometric polynomial.
Especially, if ,,  # MAP(J, X ) with c*(,)=c*() for * # R, then ,=
almost everywhere.
Proof. With Theorem 3.3 one can show for J=R that (F(t))(h) :=
Mh,(t) is almost periodic locally uniformly in h>0, so that F: R  Z :=
C([0, ho], X ) is almost periodic, ho fixed >0. The Bohr-Bochner theory
for Z-valued almost periodic F gives then sn, * and after some calculations
(3.13), using Propositions 3.8, 3.9 and, with [25, Theorem 3.7.12, p. 82],
c*(F )(h)=c*(Mh ,)=Mh(#*) } c*(,) for 0<hho , * # R.
We omit the details, especially if J{R.
4. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF BOUNDED SOLUTIONS OF
NEUTRAL EQUATIONS
In this section we study new problems on asymptotic behavior of solu-
tions of (1.1). In Theorem 4.1 we study (1.1) with bj # MkA for some k # N.
In Theorem 4.2 we investigate asymptotic behavior of Sp-bounded solutions of
differential-difference equations.
Theorem 4.1. Let A be a *-class and let 0 # C n(J$, Y ) be a solution of
(1.1) on J with assumptions as in Corollary 2.6 but only with bj # Mk+1A
and 0j # MkCub(J$, Y ) for some k0. Assume further one of the conditions:
(i) 0j # MkTE(J, X ), 1 jr.
(ii) A satisfies the difference property (L.1).
(iii) A satisfies the difference property (L.2) and range of Mhk } } } Mh10j
is weakly relatively compact in X, 1 jr, h1>0,..., hk>0.
Then 0j |J # MkA, 1 jr.
Proof. By induction on k. k=0 follows from Corollary 2.6, to=0, fo=s1 .
Now assume that the statement is true for k and let bj # Mk+2A and
0 # Mk+1Cub(J$, X ) with one of the conditions (i)(iii).
It follows that y :=Mh0|J # MkCub(J$, X ) is a solution of (1.1) with the
same G and b* :=Mhb # Mk+1A. Moreover, (i) implies that yj |J # MkE(J, X )
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and (iii) implies range of Mhk } } } Mh1 yj is weakly relatively compact in X,
1 jr, h1>0, ..., hk>0. The induction hypothesis yields Mh0| J # MkA.
In the following we study the differential-difference equation:
D(0)= :
n
k=0
:
m
j=1
aj, k0(k)(t+tj, k)=b(t), (4.1)
where t1, n<t2, n } } } <tm, n , aj, k # C, 1 jm, 0kn and b is a function
from R to X.
Theorem 4.2. Assume c0/3 X, n0, 1p<, 0 # Lploc(R, X ) if n=0
respectively 0 # Cn(R, X ) if n1 and 0 solution of (4.1) almost everywhere
on R with aj, k complex constants and not all aj, n=0, all tj, n&t1, n integer
multiples of a fixed real %, k0 integer. Let b # Mk+nS pAP(R, X ) and
0 # MkS pb(R, X ). Then 0 # M
kS pAP(R, X ).
Special case b # S pAP(R, X ) and 0 # S pb(R, X ) ( for example bounded),
then 0 # S pAP(R, X ).
Proof. (See also [39]). By induction on n.
Case n=0 and k=0. Here we treat first (m=1 is trivial) m=2, t1, 0=1,
t2, 0=0, a1, 0=&a2, 0=1:
With y :=B0, f =Bb one has y # C(R, L p) and f # AP(R, L p) by the
above with L p=L p([0, 1], X ); y is a bounded solution everywhere on R
of
y(t+1)& y(t)= f (t). (4.2)
Since c0 /3 X, also c0 /3 L1([0, 1], X ) by Kwapien [27], then c0 /3
L p([0, 1], X ) by HoffmannJorgensen [26, p. 176, Theorem 5.1]. Since f
belongs to AP(R, L p), ft | Z # AP(Z, L p) for all t # R. By [5, p. 184,
Corollary 1], it follows yt | Z # AP(Z, L p) for all t # R. We show that y is
uniformly continuous on R.
Using Maak’s definition, for each =>0 there exists a partition A1 , ..., Am
of Z such that &y(u+n)& y(v+n)&=, u, v, n # Z and j=1, ..., m. Fix
a1 # A1 , ..., am # Am then kmax[ |a1 |, ..., |am |]+2. Since y is continuous,
it is uniformly continuous on [&k, k]. There exists $>0 such that
&y(a)& y(b)&Lp= if |a&b|$ and a, b # [&k, k].
If now a, b # R with b=a+%, |%|$ write a=[a]+: with [a] # Z and
0:<1.
Then
&y(a)& y(b)&Lp&y([a]+:)&y(aj+:)&Lp+&y(aj+:)& y(aj+:+%)&Lp
+&y(aj+:+%)& y([a]+:+%)&Lp ,
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with [a] # Aj , j= j([a]); now for any 0:1:
&y([a]+:)& y(aj+:)&Lp
\|
2
0
&0([a]+t)&0([aj]+t)& p+
1p
&y([a])& y(aj)&Lp+&y([a]+1)& y(aj+1)&Lp ;
similarly for the two other terms. This implies &y(a)& y(b)&Lp7=, proving
the uniform continuity of y.
By Corollary 2.6(ii), y is almost periodic, implying that 0 is S p-almost
periodic.
Subcase m=2, arbitrary tj, 0 , a1, 0=&a2, 0=1:
This is reduced to the above by transformations t  t&t1, 0 respectively
t  t(t2, 0&t1, 0) if t1, 0{t2, 0 .
Subcase m=2, arbitrary tj, 0 and aj, 0 , not both aj, 0=0:
If |a1, 0 |{|a2, 0 |, Bochner’s condition inf[ |a1, 0 eit1, 0++a2, 0eit2, 0+ |: + # R]
>0 is fulfilled. Since the proof of Bochner [13, pp. 596597 case n=0]
works also for Banach space valued solutions (see [11, proof Theorem 5.7]),
our y is uniformly continuous. By Corollary 2.6 y is almost periodic, so 0 is
S p-almost periodic.
If |a1, 0 | = |a2, 0 |, we can assume a1, 0 = 1, a2, 0 = ei., . real. With
z(t) :=eiy(t), =(?&.)(t1, 0&t2, 0), this case is reduced to the one with
a1, 0=&a2, 0=1.
Subcase general m: By transformation t  t&tj0 , 0 , we can assume
tj, 0=kj } \ with \>0, kj integer with 0=k1<k2< } } } <km=: s and s2,
am, 0=1. So the polynomial P(z)=zs+am&1, 0 zkm&1+ } } } +a1, 0 can be
written P(z)=Q(z)(z&a) with complex polynomial Q of degree s&1 and
complex a. With transformation {, {g(t) := g(t+\) for t # R, \ fixed, one
can show that b=(mj=1 a j, 0{
kj )0=P({)0=Q({)({0&a0). With induc-
tion, the S p-bounded z :={0&a0 is S p-almost periodic; the third subcase
m=2 shows that then 0 is S p-almost periodic.
Case n=0, general k: If b # Mk+1S pAP(R, X ) and 0 # Mk+1S pb(R, X ),
then y=Mh0 # MkS pb(R, X ) is a solution of (1.1) with Mhb # M
kS pAP(R, X )
on the right, G=0. By induction hypothesis, Mh0 # MkS pAP(R, X ). Since
this holds for all h>0, 0 # Mk+1S pAP(R, X ).
Case n O n+1, n0: (3.7) and induction give for integer s0, 1p<,
, # L1loc(J, X ),
, # MsS pAP(R, X )  B, # MsAP(R, L p). (4.3)
, # MsS pb(J, X )  B, # M
sL(R, L p). (4.4)
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If now b # Mk+n+1S pAP(R, X ), 0 # Cn+1(R, X ) & MkS pb(R, X ), then
y=B0 # Cn+1(R, L p) & MkL(R, L p) by (4.4), y is a solution of the
same (1.1) as 0, but with right side , :=Bb # Mk+n+1AP(R, L p), by (4.3).
Since with (3.6) also y # Mk + nL ( R, L p ), Theorem 4.1(ii) gives
y # Mk + n + 1 AP(R, L p). (4.3) gives then y # Mk+n+1S pb AP(R, X ) or all
Mh0 # Mk+nS pb AP(R, X ).
If now h>0, Mh0 # Cn+1(R, X ) and for 1ln+1 and s # R one has
Mh(0 (l )s )=(Mh 0)
(l )
s
and thus with z := 0h & 0 # Cn + 1(R, X ) & MkS pb(R, X ), 1  l  n+1,
1 jm
Mh(0 (l )tj )=z
(l&1)
tj
.
Therefore z is on R a solution of equation (4.1) of order n with the same
principal part as the one given, and with right side ,=Mhb&mj=1
aj, 0 Mh 0tj, 0 , # M
k+nS pAP(R, X ) by the above. The induction hypothesis
gives therefore z # MkS pAP(R, X ). Since 0h&0=z, the case n=0 yields
0 # MkS pAP(R, X ) as desired.
Remarks 4.3. (i) Theorem 4.2 holds for general systems (1.1) as in
Corollary 2.6, provided Bochner’s condition inf* # R |det mj=1 aj, n#(*+t j)|
>0 holds and either G has compact support or, if k=0, G # L[q](J, Cr_r)
with 1<p, 1p+1q=1, where L[q](J, X ) :=[ f : J  X Lebesgue
Bochner measurable: & f &[q] :=n=0 & f | In &Lq<], with In :=[:+n,
:+n+1], :=0 if J=R and the sum is over n # Z.
Special case: Explicit system
0(n)(t)+ :
n&1
k=0
:
m
j=1
aj, k 0(k)(t+t j)+G8 V 0(t)=b(t).
(Apply Remark 2.9(e) to y=B0; even all 0(\) # MkS pb(J, X ), 0\n).
(ii) If instead of 0 # MkS pb(J, X ) even 0 # M
kS \b(J, X ) with some
\ # ( p, ], then Theorem 4.2 holds for general J and systems (1.1) of
Corollary 2.6 with G as in (i), provided det  aj, n #tj 0. (Then y=B0 #
MkCub(J, X ) satisfies again (1.1), Theorem 4.1 applies.)
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